
Clean & Prepare your Bath with IPA for Anti-Slip Bath Stickers 

Cleaning a surface with IPA cleaner before applying Tenura bathroom stickers is the correct procedure to ensure long-

lasting performance. Using our experience and knowledge gained from working within the industry since 1997, we have 

invaluable information to pass down to our loyal customer base, yes, that's right, you! In this blog post, we explain why 

IPA cleaner is essential when applying Tenura bath stickers.  

What is IPA cleaner? 

IPA cleaner, also known as Isopropyl Alcohol, is a disinfectant 
cleaner often used in medical environments. In our industry, we 
use it to remove grease and dirt from a surface before application. 
There are two variants, 70% and 99% IPA. Both are suitable for the 
application of Tenura non slip bath stickers. 

Each has its uses; for instance, 99% IPA is fantastic for cleansing 

electronics due to its higher volume of alcohol, which evaporates 

quickly, avoiding damage to water sensitive components. 70% IPA 

cleaner contains 30% water. Research suggests that it is a better 

disinfectant, which is based upon the fact that water is a catalyst 

(accelerator) in this equation, the additional 29% water means the 

solution evaporates at a slower rate. Due to this, the solution re-

mains on the surface for longer, destroying the growth of microor-

ganisms. 

 

How does IPA cleaner work? 

IPA cleaner dissolves acids from the surface and with usual cleaning methods can remove contaminants such 
as dirt, grease and oil. These contaminants prevent anti slip bathroom stickers adhering to surfaces, in this 
case, bathtubs or shower trays. 

Why use IPA cleaner? 

Many people use cream-based cleaners to clean their bathtubs or shower trays. The main reason for non-slip 

bathroom stickers failing is the use of cream-based cleaners before application. Cream-based cleaners often 

leave a powdery residue, which prevents the bathroom stickers adhesive from effectively bonding to the sur-

face, causing them to fail. Using IPA cleaner correctly removes all contaminants from a surface, allowing the 

adhesive to achieve a strong bond. This is why IPA cleaner is the perfect choice for use in the application of 

anti-slip bath stickers. 

https://www.tenura.co.uk/www.tenura.co.uk/tenura-aqua-safe-anti-slip-bath-and-shower


How can I use IPA cleaner safely? 

You must make sure the room is well ventilated. It is essential as IPA cleaner contains alcohol, which gives off fumes that 
can be toxic. Ensure the room is ventilated, by opening windows and doors, allowing fresh air to enter. 

Please also note it is incredibly flammable due to the concentration of alcohol, so keep well away from flames, e.g. lit 

candles in your bathroom. 

What are bath stickers? 

Anti slip bath stickers are small pre-cut shapes that you can apply to your bathtub or shower to add non-slip properties. 
Tenura bath stickers are an essential daily living aid in any bathroom and can help everyone gain confidence by having a 
sure-footing when bathing. Tenura bath stickers come in two shapes (circles and strips) and two colours (transparent 
and white). 
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